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Wicked Columbus, Indiana
In 1996, Scott was nineteen and lost in adulthood with
an endless job and no future ambitions. Teenage
Degenerate is his story about drug addiction, music
and growing up. Over the course of ten months, he
quickly descends into the dark and dangerous world
of crystal methamphetamine. Scott experiments with
crystal meth in a dark, deserted parking lot in the
suburbs of Denver, Colorado and soon after his crew
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of misfits will do almost anything for their next high.
One by one, family and friends disappear, and he is
left alone with a decision to continue fighting or give
up. This is his struggle to reclaim a normal life and the
search for something real. Teenage Degenerate is a
book about meth that is a brutally truthful, humorous
and heartbreaking journey that explores the depths of
addiction.

Raised in the Game
Artificial Intelligence
A bright, science-minded boy goes to the beach
equipped to collect and examine flotsam--anything
floating that has been washed ashore. Bottles, lost
toys, small objects of every description are among his
usual finds. But there's no way he could have
prepared for one particular discovery: a barnacleencrusted underwater camera, with its own secrets to
share . . . and to keep. Each of David Wiesner's
amazing picture books has revealed the magical
possibilities of some ordinary thing or happening--a
frog on a lily pad, a trip to the Empire State Building,
a well-known nursery tale. In this Caldecott Medal
winner, a day at the beach is the springboard into a
wildly imaginative exploration of the mysteries of the
deep, and of the qualities that enable us to witness
these wonders and delight in them.

Little Britches
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Gi? Ready! Belt? Ready! Let's go! It's karate time. HAIYAH! Join Maya and all her friends as they get
together at the dojo for their Saturday karate class!
There are moves to remember, blocks to practice, and
punches to perfect. Maya is a white belt, which means
she's still a beginner, but with focus, balance, and
determination -- and a little help from her friends -can she show Sensei what she's got? Written and
illustrated by Holly Sterling, a karate champion and
teacher, this is a joyful and uplifting celebration of the
sport and a must-have primer for any child hoping to
be a karate kid one day.

The Disney Song Encyclopedia
The author recalls his carefree life in a small
midwestern town at the close of World War I, and his
adventures with his pet raccoon, Rascal.

Sterling North and the Story of Rascal
True Storm
Rascal
When Jerome Kildee, a solitary man, builds a home in
a redwood forest in California, he takes in some
skunks and raccoons, but as they begin to multiply,
Kildee looks to two human neighbors for help.

Karate Kids
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"Polka Heartland" captures the beat that pulses in the
heart of Midwestern culture--the polka--and offers up
the fascinating history of how "oompah-pah" came to
be the sound of middle America. From the crowded
dance tent at Pulaski Polka Days to an off-the-grid
Mexican polka dance in small-town Wisconsin, "Polka
Heartland" explores the people, places, and history
behind the Midwest's favorite music. From polka's
surprising origin story as a cutting-edge European fad
to an exploration of the modern-day polka scene,
author Rick March and photographer Dick Blau take
readers on a joyful romp through this beloved,
unique, and richly storied genre. "Polka Heartland"
describes the artists, venues, instruments, and musicmakers who have been pivotal to polka's popularity
across the Midwest and offers six full-color photo
galleries to immerse readers in today's vibrant polka
scene.

Caroline Quarlls and the Underground
Railroad
Learn how childhood adventures inspired Wisconsin
writer Sterling North to pen one of the best-selling
children s books of all time, Rascal, in the Wisconsin
Historical Society Press s new book for young readers,
Sterling North: and the Story of Rascal. Rascal was
the name of North s childhood pet, a raccoon he
befriended in the early 1900s after his mother died of
pneumonia when North was just 7 years old.
Together, North and Rascal enjoyed many adventures
and changing times in their hometown of Edgerton,
Wis., including witnessing the effects of World War I,
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the Spanish flu, and the invention of the automobile
as well as enjoying the adventures of camping, fishing
and racing the streets of Edgerton on North s trusty
blue bicycle. These were the experiences North drew
upon for his beloved children s book, one of many
books the award-winning author wrote during his
celebrated career. Sterling North: and the Story of
Rascal is the newest addition of the Society Press s
Badger Biographies Series."

Owl Moon
The story of Mai Ya Xiong and her family and their
journey from the Ban Vinai refugee camp in Thailand
to a new life in Madison, Wisconsin, is extraordinary.
Yet it is typical of the stories of the 200,000 Hmong
people who now live in the United States and who
struggle to adjust to American society while
maintaining their own culture as a free people. Mai
Ya's Long Journey follows Mai Ya Xiong, a young
Hmong woman, from her childhood in Thailand's Ban
Vinai Refugee Camp to her current home in
Wisconsin. Mai Ya's parents fled Laos during the
Vietnam War and were refugees in Thailand for
several years before reaching the United States. But
the story does not end there. Students will read the
challenges Mai Ya faces in balancing her Hmong
heritage and her adopted American culture as she
grows into adulthood.

Heavy Weather
In a slightly fantastical New York City, one very
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special library branch has been designated for
possible closure. Bookish, socially awkward Pearl, the
daughter of the librarian, can't imagine a world
without the library—its books, its community of
oddballs, its hominess. When the head of their Edna
St. Vincent Millay statue goes missing, closure is
closer than ever. But Pearl is determined to save the
library. And with a ragtag neighborhood library
crew—including a constantly tap-dancing girl who
might just be her first friend, an older boy she has a
crush on, and a pack of raccoons who can read and
write—she just might be able to. With an eclectic cast
of richly drawn characters, a hint of just-around-thecorner magic, footnotes, sidebars, and Jessixa
Bagley's classic illustrations throughout, this warmhearted, visually magnificent tale of reading and
believing from beloved author Karen Romano Young
tells of a world where what you want to believe can
come true.

Weather
On July 4th, 1842, Caroline Quarlls left family, friends,
and the only life she'd known behind in St. Louis,
Missouri. As the child of a slave mother and a slaveowner father, her young life was one of drudgery and
obedience until that fateful Independence Day when
she illegally took a steamboat across the Mississippi
River from St. Louis to Alton, Illinois, in the hope of
reaching freedom. With the help of abolitionists, the
16-year-old traveled through Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana, and Michigan on the Underground Railroad,
enduring long, bumpy rides in the bottom of a wagon
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and taking cover in everything from barrels to potato
chutes. Each step of the way, Quarlls was pursued by
lawyers paid to retrieve her and bounty hunters
greedy for the reward money. Finally, she crossed
from Detroit into Sandwich, Canada, where created a
new life as a free woman, an exciting but also
frightening, experience. Quarlls' story gives young
readers a personal snapshot of the tension-filled
journey of a runaway slave while illuminating a
segment of the complicated history of race in our
nation.

A Girl, a Raccoon, and the Midnight Moon
The author recalls his carefree life in a small
midwestern town at the close of World War I, and his
adventures with his pet raccoon.

Polka Heartland
A humourous and poignant recollection of a career
practising medicine in the country.

Sterling North and the Story of Rascal
"The Johns Committee, a real, if lesser-known,
McCarthy-esque group active in Florida, hovers over
this tense, character-driven novel set in 1958Watson
ably evokes a sense of the McCarthy era's regional
impact in this thought-provoking story." --Publishers
Weekly "[Watson] does an excellent job of portraying
a time, place, and culture without assigning
contemporary values where they didn't existThe
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dialogue is realistic, and the pacing, especially toward
the end, is quick and intense. Any reader wanting a
history lesson wrapped in a compelling, believable
novel will find much to contemplate here." --Kirkus
Reviews "Whether he's stoking his narrative or letting
his mind wander, Watson writes crisp, beautiful
prose." --Booklist "The Committee is a triumph of
historical fiction--and a warning from our past.
Sterling Watson swiftly and elegantly anchors the
reader in an era that many would love to forget, and
then reminds us of the humanity within the history.
Watson is the rare writer who can address the big
ideas--politics and power, love and hate, fear and
freedom--without ever losing sight of the characters
at the story's heart." --Michael Koryta, New York
Times best-selling author of How It Happened
"Sterling Watson is a rare find among writers as he
commands all the elements of great fiction, and he
continues to prove this with The Committee. In his
latest must-read, Watson uses his great skill to
shepherd readers back to 1950s Florida and a
terrifying time when unchecked power, driven by
hatred and prejudice, destroyed lives." --Lori Roy,
Edgar Award–winning author of Gone Too Long
"Sterling Watson's The Committee shines a bright
light on one of the darkest times in our collective
history. This multilayered and complex look at how
easy--and terrifying--it is for power and hatred to
corrupt is a must-read for anyone who still subscribes
to the notion that the 1950s were an idyllic time in
American history." --Greg Herren, author of Survivor's
Guilt and Other Stories "Timely and pertinent to
today's cultural and political climate, this fictional
account of the persecution of gay people by the state
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in the 1950s reveals a part of Florida's past that
sowed prejudice against our community for decades.
This is a must-read." --Gale Massey, author of The Girl
from Blind River In the late 1950s, Gainesville, Florida,
seems to be a sleepy university town. Its residents
live, by outward appearances, ordinary lives. And yet
the town is far from ordinary. The most private acts of
professors, students, townspeople rich and poor, and
politicians are under the close scrutiny of a shadowy
group of men--the Committee--who use the powers of
government and the police to investigate, threaten,
and control this increasingly fearful community. The
Committee pits friends against friends and threatens
careers and lives in a struggle for the soul of a town, a
university, and an ideal. Based on actual historical
events and set against the backdrop of political,
cultural, and class turmoil, this is a story of love--both
licit and hidden--war, friendship, betrayal,
compromise, and finally the necessity to stand firm
against the encroachments upon freedom by men
who believe they are doing God's and the
government's righteous work.

True North
Lucy’s twin sister, Margot, may be safely back with
her—but all is not well in Plague-ravaged Dominion
City. The Watchers have come out of hiding,
spreading chaos and death throughout the city, and
suddenly Lucy finds herself torn between three men
with secrets of their own. Betrayal is a cruel lesson,
and the Fox sisters can hardly believe who is behind
the plot against them. To survive this deadly game of
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politics, Lucy is forced to agree to a marriage of
convenience. But DNA isn't the only thing they want
from Lucyor her sister. As they say in Dominion, rogue
genes can never have a happy ending The True Born
series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book
#1 True Born Book #2 True North Book #3 True
Storm

The Many Colors of Harpreet Singh
Harpreet Singh has a different color for every mood
and occasion, from happy sunny yellow to courageous
red. He especially takes care with his patka--his
turban--making sure it always matches his outfit. But
when Harpreet's mom finds a new job in a snowy city
and they have to move, everything just feels gray.
Can he find a way to make life bright again?

Big Red
Earth Day creator Gaylord Nelson comes to vivid life
in this addition to the Badger Biographies series for
young readers. Accessibly written and richly
illustrated with historic images, Gaylord Nelson:
Champion for Our Earth includes a glossary of terms,
sidebars on World War II, DDT, and several facets of
the environmental movement, plus activities and
discussion questions. Born in Clear Lake, Wisconsin, in
1916, Gaylord grew up as immersed in his parents'
political work and community service as he was in
playing practical jokes and exploring the natural world
surrounding his home town. Along the way he
encountered experiences that would shape him in
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fundamental ways: as a man who stood up for what
he believed in the face of opposition and yet who also
understood how to treat his opponents with respect.
Both traits would serve him well as he rose from law
student to state senator to Wisconsin governor and
finally to three terms as a United States Senator.
Nelson fought to treat all races equally and to
condemn McCarthy-era paranoia, but his greatest
contribution was to sound the alarm about another
battle: the fight to save the natural world and the
earth itself. It was his idea to use teach-ins to let
people know that the environment needed their help.
Thanks to him, more natural resources were
conserved and new laws demanded clean air and
water. Now, every year on April 22, people all over
the world plant trees and pick up litter to celebrate
Earth Day. The Earth and its inhabitants aren't safe
yet, but Gaylord Nelson demonstrated that even one
person can help to save the world.

The Science Book
Describes the life and career of Matthew Henson,
from his early life as a cabin boy to becoming the first
African American to explore the North Pole.

The Wolfing
Have you heard about the man who marries . . . a
corpse? Or what about the magic school where one
student in every class is never allowed to leave? Many
of these tales go back hundreds of years and to the
farthest corners of the earth, but as diverse as they
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are, they also reveal one important truth: everyone
loves a scary story. The authors have dug
deeply?from Egypt to Iceland?to find the spookiest
stories that are perfect to share around a campfire or
at a sleepover.

Freedom Train
Crossing the Mason-Dixon Line 19 times, a brave
Negro woman led many fellow slaves to freedom.

More Bones
Award-winning author Clifford A. Pickover gathers into
one fully illustrated volume the most important
thinkers and ideas in the history of science. This
unique omnibus edition includes 250 thoughtfully
selected entries from many of the science-based
books in the Sterling Milestones series, from biology
and chemistry to engineering, math, and physics.
Featuring a new introduction by Pickover, The Science
Book showcases humanity's greatest achievements.

The Wolfling
Andrew Revkin, who is the senior climate reporter at
ProPublica after a prize-winning 21-year stint at The
New York Times, presents an intriguing illustrated
history of humanity's evolving relationship with
Earth's dynamic climate system and the wondrous
weather it generates.--

Islands in the Net
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Dubbed the "Athens of the Prairie" for its array of
stunning modern architecture, Columbus still endured
its share of unsavory citizens, crime-ridden
neighborhoods and tales of woe. Many residents
avoided the infamous slums of Smoky Row and Death
Valley, while others gave in to the allure of Lillian
"Todie" Tull's famed house of ill repute on North
Jackson Street. Two different father-and-son hoodlum
partnerships, the McKinneys and the Bells, terrorized
the area in the 1800s. And a brutal fistfight between a
newspaper editor and the mayor sparked a scandal in
1877. Author Paul J. Hoffman guides the reader on a
wild ride through the city's salacious side.

Gaylord Nelson
A boy and an Irish setter wander over wilderness
trails, hunt together, and fight for their lives against a
killer bear.

Little rascal
A near-future eco-thriller from the bestselling author
of Schismatrix Plus and The Difference Engine. The
Storm Troupers are a group of weather hackers who
roam the plains of Texas and Oklahoma, hopped up
on adrenaline and technology. Utilizing virtual reality,
flying robots, and all-terrain vehicles, they collect
data on the extreme storms ravaging an America
decimated by climate change. But even their
visionary leader can’t predict the danger on the
horizon when a volatile new member joins their ranks
and faces a trial by fire: a massive tornado unlike any
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the world has seen before. “A remarkable and
individual sharpness of vision . . . Sterling hacks the
future, and an elegant hack it is.” —Locus “Lucid and
tremendously entertaining. Sterling shows once more
his skills in storytelling and technospeak. A cyberpunk
winner.” —Kirkus Reviews “So believable are the
speculations that . . . one becomes convinced that the
world must and will develop into what Sterling has
predicted.” —Science Fiction Age “A very exciting
coming-of-age story in a wild future America . . .
What’s it got? Cyberpunk attitude, genuine humor,
nanotechnology, minimal sex but some cool
medications and very big weather systems.”
—SFReviews.net “Brilliant . . . Fascinating . . . Exciting
. . . A full complement of thrills.” —The New York
Review of Science Fiction

Rascal
Abandoned by her family in Plague-ridden Dominion
City, eighteen-year-old Lucy Fox has no choice but to
rely upon the kindness of the True Borns, a renegade
group of genetically enhanced humans, to save her
twin sister, Margot. But Nolan Storm, their mysterious
leader, has his own agenda. When Storm backtracks
on his promise to rescue Margot, Lucy takes her fate
into her own hands and sets off for Russia with her
True Born bodyguard and maybe-something-more,
the lethal yet beautiful Jared Price. In Russia, there's
been whispered rumors of Plague Cure. While Lucy
fights her magnetic attraction to Jared, anxious that
his loyalty to Storm will hurt her chances of finding
her sister, they quickly discover that not all is as it
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appearsand discovering the secrets contained in the
Fox sisters' blood before they wind up dead is just the
beginning. As they say in Dominion, sometimes it’s
not youit’s your DNA. The True Born series is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 True Born
Book #2 True North Book #3 True Storm

So Red the Nose, Or, Breath in the
Afternoon
People have been telling stories since the beginning
of time--sharing them from one generation to the
next. In Tall Tale Stories, readers will read four
different exaggerated tales. Readers will recognize
some of their favorite stories growing up and discover
new ones from different cultures. Books include
mature, complex themes at a low readability to
engage struggling readers. Includes a table of
contents, glossary, index, author biography, sidebars,
educational matter, and activities.

The Difference Engine
Sterling Daniels was born July 11th, 1954 in Chicago,
Illinois. The fourth child out of six children, a young
Sterling learned fast how to help out around the
house because his older siblings were helping
contributing to the household financially. The
circumstances during this time frame in his life left
him no other choice but to choose the only way out
he could see fit for him. Mr. Daniels ended up on a
Greyhound bus to Milwaukee, WI where he was
chosen to be "Raised In The Game".
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Flotsam
The Newbery Honor-winning author of Rascal presents
a classic story about a boy's best friend--who's half
dog, half wolf, and all heart. With ingenuity and hard
work, Robbie Trent manages to convince his parents
and his wolf-hating neighbors that Wolf is as hardworking as any dog. Illustrator John Schoenherr won a
Caldecott Medal for his artwork on Owl Moon.

Wake-Up Call
This Badger Bio shares the story of author Sterling
North – his adventures and misadventures as a young
boy growing up in Edgerton, Wisconsin. Young
readers will learn how North’s early experience in
Wisconsin influenced him in writing some of his best
loved children’s books – such as Rascal and So Dear
To My Heart. The story gives readers a glimpse of
early 20th century customs and lifestyles in the rural
Midwest. It also includes global issues of the time,
including World War I and the Spanish flu pandemic,
which greatly affected Sterling’s boyhood. As
examples, his admired older brother Hershel served
overseas in WWI as Sterling was growing up, bringing
world events to the North family’s doorstep. His
mother Gladys died when Sterling was only 7 years
old because of the lack of medical advances in the
early 1900s. And, as a young man, Sterling was hit by
polio, a common epidemic scourge that left many
children with paralysis. Readers will learn of Sterling
North’s successes, not only as a beloved author of
children’s books, but as a columnist for the Chicago
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Daily News, an editor of North Star children’s history
books, and a well-respected critic of other children’s
literature.

Mai Ya's Long Journey
In London of 1855, celebrated paleontologist Edward
Mallory gets mixed up with Charles Babbage, the
inventor of an advanced calculating machine run by
his elite group of clackers.

Sounds of Change
When it first appeared in the 1930s, FM radio was a
technological marvel, providing better sound and
nearly eliminating the static that plagued AM stations.
It took another forty years, however, for FM's
popularity to surpass that of AM. In Sounds of Change,
Christopher Sterling and Michael Keith detail the
history of FM, from its inception to its dominance (for
now, at least) of the airwaves. Initially, FM's identity
as a separate service was stifled, since most FM
outlets were AM-owned and simply simulcast AM
programming and advertising. A wartime hiatus
followed by the rise of television precipitated the
failure of hundreds of FM stations. As Sterling and
Keith explain, the 1960s brought FCC regulations
allowing stereo transmission and requiring FM
programs to differ from those broadcast on co-owned
AM stations. Forced nonduplication led some FM
stations to branch out into experimental
programming, which attracted the counterculture
movement, minority groups, and noncommercial
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public and college radio. By 1979, mainstream
commercial FM was finally reaching larger audiences
than AM. The story of FM since 1980, the authors say,
is the story of radio, especially in its many musical
formats. But trouble looms. Sterling and Keith
conclude by looking ahead to the age of digital
radio--which includes satellite and internet stations as
well as terrestrial stations--suggesting that FM's
decline will be partly a result of self-inflicted
wounds--bland programming, excessive advertising,
and little variety.

The Committee
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and
daughter trek into the woods to see the Great Horned
Owl.

Captured by the Mohawks [sound
Recording] : and Other Adventures of
Radisson
A classic story about a boy's best friend--who's half
dog, half wolf, and all heart. With ingenuity and hard
work, Robbie Trent manages to convince his parents
and his wolf-hating neighbors that Wolf is as hardworking as any dog.

Kildee House
Teenage Degenerate
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In a near-future new age of corporate control, hacker
mercenaries, and electronic terrorism, a public
relations executive on the rise finds herself caught in
the violent epicenter of a data war Two decades into
the twenty-first century, the world’s nations are
becoming irrelevant. Corporations are the true global
powers, with information the most valuable currency,
while the smaller island nations have become
sanctuaries for data pirates and terrorists. A globetrotting PR executive for the large corporate economic
democracy Rizome Industries Group, Laura Webster is
present when a foreign representative is assassinated
on Rizome soil during a conference for offshore data
havens. Dispatched immediately on an international
mission of diplomacy, Laura hopes she can make a
difference in a volatile, unsteady world, but instead
finds herself trapped on the front lines of rapidly
escalating third-world hostilities and caught up in an
inescapable net of conspiracy, terrorism, postmillennial voodoo, and electronic warfare. During the
1980s, science fiction luminary Bruce Sterling
envisioned the future . . . and hit it almost dead-on.
The author who, along with William Gibson, Neal
Stephenson, and Rudy Rucker, helped create and
define the cyberpunk subgenre imagines a world of
tomorrow in Islands in the Net that bears a
striking—and disturbing—resemblance to our presentday information-age reality. Nominated for the Hugo
and Locus Awards and winner of the John W. Campbell
Memorial Award, Sterling’s extraordinary novel is a
gripping, eye-opening, and remarkably prescient
science fiction classic.
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Tall Tale Stories
Artificial intelligence is changing the way humans
communicate with each other and the world. In
Artificial Intelligence: Thinking Machines and Smart
Robots with Science Activities for Kids, middle school
kids learn about the history and technology of
artificial intelligence while undertaking student-led
science and engineering projects designed for a
hands-on immersive learning experience. Includes 25
STEAM activities that encourage the development of
important skills, including comparing and contrasting,
looking for detailed evidence, making deductions, and
applying critical analysis to a wide variety of media.

Matthew Henson
Songs written for Disney productions over the
decades have become a potent part of American
popular culture. Since most Americans first
discovered these songs in their youth, they hold a
special place in one's consciousness. The Disney Song
Encyclopedia describes and discusses hundreds of
famous and not-so-famous songs from Disney films,
television, Broadway, and theme parks from the
1930s to the present day. Over 900 songs are given
individual entries and presented in alphabetical order.
The songwriters and original singers are identified, as
well as the source of the song and other venues in
which it might have been used over the years.
Notable recordings of the song are also listed. But
most important, the song is described and what
makes it memorable is discussed. This is not a
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reference list but a true encyclopedia of Disney songs.
The book also contains a preface describing the
criteria for selecting the songs, a glossary of song
terms, a list of all the Disney songs and their sources,
a songwriter's directory in which every song by each
composer/lyricist is listed, a bibliography, a guide to
recordings and DVDs of Disney productions, and an
index of people and titles.
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